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heater being that it largely removes the scale from hard water before it enters the boiler:
ENGINE.
Type: There will be one engine, of the High Speed Automatic pattern; cylinders ioj^ inches or n inches diameter; capable of operating continuously at 600 feet piston speed per minute, without undue heating.
Regulation: The automatic governor must permit a cutoff as late as % ; and must be so adjusted, that the difference in speed, when running with 100 pounds initial pressure and no load, as compared with 75 pounds initial pressure and cut-off )^, shall not exceed a guaranteed amount to be stated by bidder; v\ ith a correspondingly less variation inside of the limits named. The regulator must be so constructed, as to permit this guar-ameed regulation to be easily maintained, without racing.
Fixtures and Pittings: Standard cast iron sub-base, and two heavy driving pulleys, of such diameter and face as may be required to suit dynamo pulleys; a full set of foundation bolts, nuts, and plates; template for foundation; throttle and drain valves; cylinder lubricators, automatic oil cups, wrenches, indi-cator motion, etc.; and two one-inch relief valves set at no pounds pressure.
Dimensions: State diameter and material of shaft and crank pin, and submit drawing or blue print indicating clearly size of cylinders, speed, diameter of pipe openings, space occupied, and dimensions of foundations.
Corliss Engine: Bids will also be considered under the same conditions on a Corliss engine; n inches diameter of cylinder, shaft 6 inches; flywheel and frame extra heavy; speed 100. Regulation to be guaranteed.
Direct Connected Engines: This type will also be considered, together with suitable dynamo. High speed. Vertical or horizontal. Compound or single expansion. Full details must accompany proposals.
Belting: Double thickness, even and pliable, equivalent in strength and adhesiveness to the Shultz Leather Belting. Of selected stock, stretched twice before being made into belts. No shoulders or flank leather to be used. Its tensile strength must not be less than 3200 Ibs. per square inch of section, and must not be worked beyond 65 Ibs. per inch of width. The belt will be thoroughly stretched again after making, and before shipment.
FEED    WATER    HEATER.
One No. 5 Hoppes exhaust steam feed water heater and purifier capable o'f heating 3,000 pounds of water per hour to the fvghest point attainable, without back pressure on the

